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NASA/DqD

.

M,E!;ORANPQM.. ,OF UNDERSTANDING
ON
!>1AN AGEMEN,'l'

.:~ THE' SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

~'The'Nationa1Aeronautj,cs

1·.0'" PURPOSE:

andSpac e Act of' 1958
-,~,!:,-

and respons;l.bi1ities f'or the NASA and the DOD

establisbes

~ '~-.~

"

with respect t~'7'aeronautics and space .. ' Consistent with that act,
ing (MOU) defines the broad policies

this r·1emorandum of Under

that govern the relationship between the DOD and

and prine

the NASA relative to the Space Transportation System (STS), and
de1j,neates their roles and responsibilities in its development,
acquisition, and operation.

~ements

of' the Space Transportation System include the Space .

Shuttle, Shuttle-compatible upper stages, Spacelab, launch and
ground support equipment,

landing facilities including assoc

appropriate simulation and training facilities, and mission control
f'acl1i,tles

neces~ary

1'or operation of' .the system .. · Detailed terms

and cond.1tions
be ,included
,;.~:.:,..

«-

management .. and"use of' these elements will
.

in,,~.~~greements
-,.",-~~~!.....

, ......

".'

to th:.\.s MOU.

, '2. O~ J;tENJ!;BAL POLIClES AND PRINCIPLES:~ . :The Space Transportat;1on

,.~xecuti ve
. ~ .. :.f.'"

'~~:~r:'~

orders,. .;r'he NASA is .responsible. "

..

"-"",;~.~,;:,,.,~ :;'.::,~-

",':::'.. '.
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for overall management of the STS.

The DOD, in conjunction with

the qesignated of£ice£or other operations in space) is the agency
within the U.S. government with the responsibility to represent
.
,~.

national security ipterests in the STS and therefore is participating
as a partner tn its development, acquisition, and operations.

The

DOD has designated the Air Force as the sole point of contact with
J

.,.~_

the NASA for all commitments a£fect1ng the STS and its use' in
matters regarding national security space operations and international ,defense activities covered by Government to Government
agreements ..

~ffective

and efficient conduct of the STS Program requires an

environment of mutual support and cooperation between the two
"

agencies.
,technical~

To this end, an effective interchange of essential'
financial, and managerial information will be maintained.

This interchange will be accomplished at all levels of the Air
Force and the NASA.

Coordination will be maintained through the
other joint

Aeronaut'ics t;nd Astronautics Coordinating Board
groups established

2",1

by

InitiallY:I ,..all.
STS flight operations will have tope. dir,ected
...
_\..

.

-~-~,

,'\...,

.from

.mutual .agreement ..

NASA-managed:f.ac~ities

.'. \:r.:

In order to
f;.!J _

,at 1;".he Johnson .,.space Center (JSC) ..

.;~,

the STS
will have
maximum national
utility,
._,.
...
-.
'"

the DOD will develop'~

,

,

,

capability and the facilities rrom which

".

to p1aI{ .and ..,."....,.,"f"'.,...1'\

n;;""11i1'1"""'1

security miss·ions.

'The NASA will assist··
".
,',-'1'
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which operational control will be vested in the hir Force will be
identified in the joint designating document.
th.~_.

designated"
mis~ion

deve~op

DOD anq the NASA will

For each mission so
a mutually agreed,

support plan which will define detailed roles, responsi-

bilities and authorit:l.es of the two agenc'ies.

The NASA" in response

to DODmissionrequirements;·will conduct other national security·
' I

missions from JSC.

'

The mission requirements and the necessary

support ror these 'missions will be integrated into overall STS
planning and operations by the NASA, giving proper recognitton to
agreed mission priority, available resources, and crew and flight
systems capabilities.

2.3

Specific detailed provisions for the peri9d prior to operations

in the dedicated DOD facility will be the subject of a sUb-agreement to this MOU which will be consummated by the Director JSC and the
USAF Commander Space Division.

3.0

ORGANlZAl'JONAL ROLES AND RESPON.shBILITIES:

The effectiveness

or the STS requires a cooperative and coordinated effort between
the NASA and the ,DOD in systems development, acquisition and
operations.',
, '. ~

.Ea~h",agency,
-

~ ~"':·.:7'"' .~<

however, has a number of responsibilities
,;

or

in., which" .with· .the participation.
,

the other" it has the' -dominant

,

;;~' .. ,:role~ __:,The, two JageriCies 'agree ',to: the following principal role,s and

:f~-~~-~:
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,~., :...:.:~ ~~:~~,{:.t..*. _ .:
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....

in DOD preparation for transi.tion to this facility by integrating
DOD personnel into NASA ,line functions at JSC for training and
operational experience.

During this initial'period of operations,.civil missions conducted
in accordance with mission requirements of the civil community, an.d
'---national security missio~s conducted in accordance with DOD mission
",

r'equirements,' will share a number of common facilities and other
resources at JSC.

The DOD will have priority in mission preparation

and operations consistent with established national space policy.
In the event DOD requirements conflict with other miss

activity,

the NASA Administrator will honor an official request for

prior~ty

from the Secretary of the Air Force or refer the matter to higher
au:thority.

2.2

Certain DOD missions operated out of JSC will, by agreement

between the Secretary of Defense and

~he

strator of the

NASA, l;>e :;specified as "Designated National Security
DeSignated missions refer to individual

!~il?

•

n

ions selected frOm

among those space activities peculiar to or primarily associated
with national security programs, associated research and
ment activities

or space
.::_:.,..'O.. ....

opera~ipns

involving national

develop~
securi~y

M

..::."objectives
..

-:;~.""";'"-

~~

will be executed by DOD Mission

D~ectorsand.,:!l~g~t.::J?t!~ctors. thro1Jgh the Air Force chain of

;:~~~~and.. I;~f;i~~~i~~i~~~~~'may 'b~~'S~~'designated
,consistent

preparation and support.
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RAS,A - ROLES AND RESPONSIBILIT:J;:ES: The NASA has overall respon.,..

3.1
s

:

for, and

ility to develop,manage, provide systems engineer

Shuttle-based' ST5 to serve all authorized space users

operate'

established policies.

in acc

NASA will:

res

3.1.1

Develop.and acquire the Space Shuttle.,

the orbiter and Its propulsion systems, the solid

includes
roc~et

boosters,

the external tank, system enhancements, common f'light kits, f'light
soft~are~

and logistics support.

3.1.2

Acquire,Spacelab elements, including pressurized module,

pallets, instrument pointing system, sof'tware, and test

checkout

eqUipment.
oped

ure that the commerc
Upper

(5SUSs) have

co;upe,tible

equate saf'ety

Space Shuttle.

are

tionalJ,.y

The using agency Will, under normal

Circumstances, procure 55USs directly f'rorn the comrnerc
3.1.4

id

source.

Provide and operate the facilities, general purpose

eqUipment, software and spares required for all Space Shuttle
mission planning, Simulation, training, and f'light operations at
JSC; and for
. ac t1 vi ties

launch,.landing, and ground turnaround

pre-la~nch,

.Shuttle operations at the Kennedy Space Center
. ~'~ .. ,..~~~.;:..r.'~.";.~_

.~

:.,~:

'

••• ,..-.

'J

....

'.

.. ... .
~

, •• t.,. . . . . . .
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3.1.5

Provide requirements for Vanoenberg operations for civil
and systems level support to VAFB activation.

missions~

Fund 'unique

NASA requirements.

3.1.6

Incorporate funded national security requirements in

the development and operation of the STS with due consideration
i'OI'

schedule and cost impacts.

Coordinate with the DOD any changes,

as deSign, performance, and schedule modifications, which

~uch

could

national security mission accomplishment.

i~pact

3.1.7

Provide to the DOD the civil requirements for the Inertial

Upper Stage (IUS), participate with the DOD during IUS development
to ensure that these requirements are incorporated, use the IUS for
appropriate missions, and fund for requirements which are peculiar
to civil needs.

3.1.8

Ca~ry

out Shuttle flight planning, simulation, training,

integration, and operations for all Shuttle flights when these
activities take place at JSC, except as piovided for in paragraph

3.1.9.

National security missions conducted by the NASA will be
,

responsive to DOD Mission Directors, with proper recognition given
to agreed mission priorities, available resources, and crew and
. f'J:1ght system capabilities and safety.

The DOD Mission Directors

will retain overall responsibility
f'or achieving mission objectives.
.
':be .integrated -int.o NASA lin~ functions for
.

_ .trai:ning

".. -..~·.,;~~~~~~~~~f·;-~ - "
.
and.~.o~~1S~i'St." in· -e,arry:1.ng

':-.- ,_ ....~.•:,~~!?;.,: . . •..

,;put .these activities.

:.'::::,:?i~?~;:-:.;.~:::o;:r'?-:_~:-:~---::=-: :''-:~:-:-:'.:'.

-c'

-

The

objective of this training is to allow the USAF to develop the
.

'"
,~'~,,-:=.t~"?;:._:..':~<"~'. ,~~"

capability to
.,. ~~~'

p~~,

~ '.

~..

-

.

.

"

',-:.; 2 ,-.

,~.

-~ ~

.

and operate national security missions •..

cont~ol,

:-~·.~~~::~-7:"~-·~::;~f~::.f~~~:.-:,~~~:;~·.~ '.~ '~

,
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3.1 .. 9

Support

urity

i

sions in the

manner and to the extent specified and agreed to,by the Administrator
of the 'NASA and the Secretary of Defense.
be re

rce

the

For missions so desisnated"
sion accomplishment

le

and operational control, including flight'vehicle and crew safety,
- through the Air Force chain of command.
3.1.10

Develop" in coordination with the DOD, joint integrated

logistics and training plans in support of STS operations.
these plans at JSC and KSC.

Support implementation of these plans

Force at VAFB.

by the
3.1.11
act

Implement

Support the DOD in the planning, development and

ion of a s

e DOD

ity

Shut

e

ssion

operations, and control.

The Department of Defense
is responSible for the conduct of all national security nissions
through the deSignated DOD offices f,or the management of national
operat~ons

in space.

, the DOD

and

acquire specified ,elements of the STS and will ensure that other
,

.\

,

aspects oftbe :"=:)::
$TS_program
are consistent with national security
.
~.~

reqUirements. ,
.

O~,
*~

,

'

"

behalf of the DOD,

Air

.

e

«

:-

,~;:!

.. ' -,:,. '"

.

~,:;,~.i',

:"

,

:

• ,

3.2.1 "Act'as the sole point of contact with the NASA to ensure
~,~,"that

and agencies with

f~ctions

related to national security are reflected

adequately in 'ihe':'development:;-~acqUisition, and operation of the STS.
,

' - • .II!:~.
"

..

.

:--

"nO,

' '~ "-",,~,

. '-t'::''-

~---

'.
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,1

3.2.2

Provide the requirements and funds for unique facilities

and equipment required for national security spac.e operations" and
ensure their compatibility with the STS.

3.2.3

Provide such

procedu~es

as needed to insure the proper
I

.interface between national security missions ahd the STS.

For

national security missions, this includes the development and
implementation of operational support plans, overall security
arrangements, public affairs poliCies, and contingency plans for
emergencies.

Where these activities affect NASA responsibilities

or facilities, they shall be developed in coordination with the NASA.

3.2.4

Develop the expendable Inertial Upper Stage (IUS),

including general purpose ground support
facilities.

equip~ent

and·checkout

The Air Force will incorporate the NASA requirements

into the IUS and manage the development of NASA funded unique IUS
hardware and/or software.

3.2.5

Provide and operate the facilities, general purpose

eqUipment, ground software, and ground spares to perform the
prelaunch, launch, landing, and ground turnaround activities for
all Space Shuttle operations at VAFB.

3.2;6

Support the NASA in developing joint lr:tegrated S1'S
;-,::.;~

"

_

_/",'"U

'.:

logistics and".tr~11Ung· plans for use
at JSG, KSG,. and VAFB ..
'.
..

"

.

'3.2.7

_

':~:_;:;~$_~<j~~'

~

Serve as' the focal pOint for providing necessary data

to the NASA for

'.b:~~~·~~e

softwa;e»'1~t~gration for DOD payloads •
~:,:~,::;;;~;:::,,:- ~:'~7 ::;-.:;~~:~~:j~:-:;': ': :': -',:. '~~,: :~, ~~~ ~i~ :~~. :. . .;'~:.'

. ..,'

.~":":; '~)~~;1}:'('~--;" ,~i~~< ~~

and

--8-",
~

I)..

- _

=:

.:.,. ~ -~~.

_, :. :.,. 'J,:.... .';
~...

.
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3.2.8

Provide a DOD Mission Director, 'for all national security

missions controlled from JSC, who shall have overall responsibility
,for mission ob jecti ves and for providing requirements for the
activities in support of mission objectives.

l~~SA

In addition, provide

trained and qualified DOD Flight Directors for designated national
security missions who will exercise operational command and control
through the Air Force chain of command.

Provide DOD personnel to

be integrated into NASA line functions at JSC to develop the DOD's
capability to carry out

3.2.9

nat~onal

security missions.

Develop, acquire, and operate a dedicated Shuttle mission

planning, operations, and control facility for national security
missions.

This facility will be compatible with the NASA facilities

and each will back up the other to the extent necessary to insure
survivability and flight vehicle and crew safety.

3.3

OTHER

3.3.1

R~S?ON$l~ILITIES:

The resources of both agencies which can contribute to

the development,' test, production, training, and operations for the
STS will be used to the maximum extent possible.
'3.3.2
ment~;

TO the-'-niaximum extent practical, ground support equip-

sof"tware ,and ground operating procedures developed for use

at 'l{SC _by the NASA will be used by the D.oD at VAFB.

The NASA will

ac'quire:;-';,maint;1:n',~'Onfiguration -control, and be reiIDbursed 1'or
. . ~"r!t~_;~+:~';'rl;~:~ .:

~.'

. k-;~:~~E~~-l;::~i."::'- .. ';~

". ~.l~ '-:'"

.

'. "

common"GSE and::~ottware,used by the DOD '~at VAFB under mutually
•

I,

,'.

'.

~"< ...... '

:,

'~;j2f---:Ji~~::~~
~--::::,~', .:. --r- ""'f

_

.-

j

...-.

",

-;'
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eed financial arrangements.

The NASA will consider the DOD

operational requirements at VAFB in

of KSC equipment

and procedures to enhance commonality.
~.3.3

Un~que

payload processing facilities external to the
us

d will be provided by

operations at each launch site.
ilit

mutual use

3.3.4

y to support

Where appropriate and feastble,

and GSE will be planned.
elements wi

Common STS fl

be interc

Ie for

use on either agency's miSSions, capable of being operated at all
launch and land

des

co~~unications,

co~~and

Exceptions to this

compat

Ie wi

th~

and control systems of.b

provision~

such as the absence of IUS capability

by

be re

3.3.5

Sites,

of both

agre

Requirements for procurement

:l,es ..

operation of STS elements

will be developed by the respective using agency and transmitted in

a

t

manner

3.3.6

An

the

y re

Ie

.

r

m1ssion assignment sched

, consistent

witb expendable booster transition and phaseout plans, will be
by the NASA to

basis

analyses and planning by both agencies.

~he

and operational
DOD will provide timely

and appropriate formal inputs to this plan reflecting current mission
, '._." ~ ' :.., - '
requirementlS~"

,., . -

. )4r,> -. "

ements of this

an

ting DOD requirements .

or resources '"':Wiii·:'.be ·coordinated "With the DOD prior to publication.

-1.0-
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3.3.7

The DOD and the NASA will agree on implementation of the

DOD requirements at NASA facilities.

These provisions will be sub-

ject to negotiated reimbursement in accordance with paragraph 3.3.8.

3.3.8

The NASA is responsible for establishing STS pricing

and reimbursement policy for all non-DOD users except for those
elements developed by the DOD.

Pricing and reimbursement policies

between the NASA and the DOD will be jointly negotiated and set
forth in separate sub-agreements to this MOU.

These SUb-agreements

will specify those reimbursements which apply to standard missions
and system capabilities and those which apply to the developroent
or use of' unique capabilities.

3.3.9

The bOD and the NASA will, in response to evolving

national policy requirements, identify and implement necessary STS
survivability modifications or enhancements.

4.0

~Up-AgBEE;y,:ENTS:

This MOU provides the basis for existing and

future sub . . . agreements between the NASA and DOD organizations.
sub-agreements will further delineate STS

development~

These

acquisition~

logistics, operations, training, and the related technical and
financial roles and responsibilities f'or each agency.
~ay

"', ~

be added or deleted as

SUb-agreements

agreed upon by both agencies.

mutua~ly

,

.
Delegation of approval authority within each agency will be estab•• : <.."

•

~

-7""':"'_'J!'

,.>'i;'
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, .... ~'..

_ .. " .)".e •..~"': .. ,::'~;o..

_

,~\!-'.:.;.

,.-.'1._"

·,.'~'.r_

1ished .and autbent:tcatedat an organizational level no higher than
~l~

"

~,

~

,~-

....

,

.~'

, ..

that required to commit to all provisions called for in the sub-"';-":;"~~~.'"'
•

~~

a
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_'..~::,,~:,,:'.,
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ement..
and

!

The pricing agreement of latest cate between the !JASA

DOD concerning Space Transportation System Launch Reimburse-

'ments is a valid sub-agreement under this MOD.

5.0

AUTH~NTICATION:

5.1

This Memorandum of Understanding represents the basic

agreement between the NASA and the DOD for the development, acquisition, and operation of the Space Transportation System.
and/or amendments will be

Revisions

as required to maintain the currency

of this document.
5.2
d

This Memorandum of Unders

ing is effective on the latest

of Signature on the following

It supers
and Ope

Memorandum of Understanding on
Transportation

Sy~tem,

es the NASA/DOD

dated January

l~,

of the Space

1977 and shall 'remain in

effect until modified or terminated by mutual

eement of the,two

agencies.

,
-12:'"
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.~AoO

/.----,.,..,..".

(Z-.-fA. ~::!:!f'i'iJ

ERM.L..NN

Secretary of the
Air Force for Research,
Development and Logistics

HAN S l'-1.ARK
Secretary of the Air Force

DATE: '

Z 5'

J...d-

If so

DATE:

APPROVED:

ROBERT A. FROSCH / .
Administrator
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration

W. GRAHAM CLAY

DATE:

DATE:

Deputy Secretary of Defense
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